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IS IT TIME TO FINALLY MOvE pAST YOUR  
“HOME GROWN” SYSTEM FOR  

MANAGING YOUR WEB CONTENT? 

 “I am using Dreamweaver to update my pages.”

- or -

“Make changes? It’s fine, Contributors send me content,  

I convert it into HTML using Front Page and I publish it live.“

- or -

“I am trying to code a workflow process using an open  

source module so that I can route content for approvals.” 

- or -

“Security? Well... you either have permission to update the site or you don’t.” 

DOES THAT SOUND LIKE YOU?
We hear these stories every day from the companies 

we talk to. Usually, by the time we are talking with them, 

they have already realized that the pains they suffer 

from can be alleviated by updating their Web Content 

Management System (WCM). But many companies are 

blissfully unaware that there is a better approach firmly 

within their reach. 

According to Web Technology Surveys, nearly 70% 

of websites don’t have a web content management 

system. Instead they have a home grown site built from 

scratch, maybe with a little help from Dreamweaver, an 

Open Source development framework, or (say it isn’t so) 

FrontPage.  
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Is that you? If so, then you know that keeping your site 

fresh without a WCM is hard.

Have you tried to launch marketing campaigns with 

custom landing pages on your home grown site? What 

about launching a blog, or adding new pages? What 

about fixing broken links or reusing content? Or even 

handling the on-page SEO optimization recommend-

ations from your SEO team? 

For those running their own systems, it’s often hard 

to keep up with the ever changing requirements from 

marketing—unless you built the site yourself or have  

great coding skills. But even then it’s a pain.

The result? Content and design doesn’t get updated 

often, if at all, and your site gets stale very quickly. You are 

not able to engage other contributors in your company 

and are not able to scale the amount of traffic to your site. 

Less traffic means the site is not delivering on its inbound 

lead promise. 

You’ve been doing ok so far without a WCM, haven’t  

you? What’s a little frustration? You have been a team 

player, you sucked it up and worked harder to just get  

it done, hoping it would eventually get better. 

But it’s about more than the frustration of one or two 

people. And it’s about more than what you could 

accomplish if they weren’t fighting with your web site. 

The real issue and what really matters to your boss and 

to the success of your organization, is the lost business, 

missed opportunities, annoyed customers, and the 

negative—and lasting—impression left on everyone who 

visits an old, stale, hard-to-navigate and outdated site.

So how do you know if you’ve outgrown your home  

grown website and you’re ready for a true, commercial 

grade web content management product?  

Read on for 10 signs that it’s time to make a change.

zz FrontPage 
zz Contribute
zz Dreamweaver

zz PHP Modules/Controls 
zz Cold Fusion Apps 
zz Visual Studio Templates 

zz Open Source Modules  
Stitched Together

COMMON 
HOME GROWN  

TECHNOLOGIES:
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Fresh, frequently updated content is king—and it’s the 
emperor in the land of Google. Ignore the king, and you 
end up in search engine exile. With the rapid pace of 
change, the only certainty is that more content is good.  
If your system is standing in the way of more content,  
you are going to lose the SEO game. 

SIGN #1:  
GOOGLE HAS NO IDEA WHO YOU ARE
You do a search for your market terms and your company name 
shows up somewhere on page 84 of the results. Your H1 tags are 
alt text because you can’t change the page styling. And, your best 
content is a printed brochure that looks nice on your desk, but 
Google hasn’t figured out how to crawl that yet. 
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Single threading content updating was fine in the early 
days, but now, your team has gotten bigger and that 
one person can’t keep up. This is slowing down your site 
updates to a crawl. And when that one person goes on 
vacation…?  

SIGN #2: 
WORKFLOW? WHAT WORKFLOW?
Your content creation and approval workflow consists of:

zz Emailing Word docs around the office in review mode

zz Emailing the final version to the “One Person In IT” that knows  
how to update the site

zz Buying that “One Person In IT” chocolate to keep them happy

zz Keeping your fingers crossed that you won’t have to make a 
change and start the cycle all over again
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Obvious signs that your site is not being updated regularly 
signals to your visitors that your site is out of date. Once a 
prospect sees out of date content, they are more likely to 
bounce off your site to never return. If you aren’t taking  
the time to update basic things with dates, then the rest  
of your content is not going to be very relevant either.

SIGN #3: 
WHAT YEAR IS IT?
The copyright notice in your footer still says 2011. The last press 
release on your site was from 2010. Your mission statement talks 
about your 5 year vision for 2005–2010. Your company history page 
talks about 2011 in the present tense. The most recent event on 
your events page is from 2009. 

These items are on the plan to be fixed. They have been on the 
plan to be fixed. Forever. 
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The new world of SEO and content marketing requires  
more content, published more frequently than ever before. 
Single threading content updates through one or two 
people in your company is a substantial roadblock to online 
success, and will not scale. Your goal should be to have 
more contributors (than ever before) in the system, adding 
content, and then routing that content through your 
workflow to approval and publish. 

SIGN #4: 
FINE, I’LL jUST DO IT MYSELF
You’d like to ask more people on your team to add content, but 
they can’t figure out how to use your system. By the time you teach 
them, you might as well have just done it yourself. 

And even when you do train people, the next time they want to 
add content they forget how to do it because it’s too complicated.

So you do it, again. 
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Online today means much more than just your main 
corporate site. Every online touch point across the 
website(s), social channels, blogs, campaign sites, etc. 
must be part of an integrated and seamless experience. 
When the designs don’t match and the channels appear 
fragmented, your prospects won’t know how or where 
to best engage with you, slowing down interactions and, 
ultimately, sales.

SIGN #5: 
YOUR BLOG LOOKS BETTER THAN YOUR WEBSITE
Your website is so hopelessly hard to use and update that your 
team started from scratch when launching the blog. Campaign 
pages are run out of the marketing automation tool, and social 
engagement happens off site. 

And even the site your niece built in her 9th grade summer web 
camp looks better than your website. Enough said.
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Broken links don’t have to be accepted as a fact of life. 
Links that don’t work, point to error pages or the wrong 
content means your visitors are getting stuck, and most 
won’t bother sticking around to figure out where you 
wanted them to go, they simply bounce out to the next 
site on their list. And system related failures are simply 
not acceptable today. If your site fails to load, kiss that 
potential prospect goodbye, forever.

SIGN #6: 
WELL, THIS IS EMBARRASSING
“Error establishing a database connection” is your most  
popular content. 

“Under Construction” is next. 

Followed quickly by “404—page not found.”
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Why it matters
With some stats suggesting that as much as 10% of your 
web traffic is coming from a mobile device, (and in some 
cases, over 20%!) mobile matters, now. It may not be long 
before more visitors access over mobile than through a 
standard desktop browser. If the idea of supporting those 
visitors means crossing your fingers and hoping that the 
site renders on a device, you are in trouble. HTML5 and 
CSS3 are not distant planets in the solar system, you need 
to be using these languages now to make sure your site is 
at least Responsive if not mobile optimized.  
http://www.nucleus.co.uk/Nucleus/media/Thoughts/Nucleus-Mobile-Web-Survey-070212.pdf

SIGN #7:  
HTML5? WHAT?
The only mobile device your website works well on is a laptop— 
if you can carry it around that counts, right? The only interactive 
element on your site is your visitor counter. 

Wait, you still HAVE a visitor counter? 

http://www.nucleus.co.uk/Nucleus/media/Thoughts/Nucleus-Mobile-Web-Survey-070212.pdf
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Why it matters
Your user experience is everything. If the average web 
visitor only clicks three times, you need to maximize 
what your visitors are doing with those three clicks. 
Though recommended, this doesn’t have to be detailed 
focus groups, a simple A/B split test or using a site like 
fivesecondtest.com will help guide you on your way to 
what works in navigation. Key is to make sure you are 
removing site friction and ensuring your prospects get  
what they need, quickly and easily. 

SIGN #8: 
vISITORS CAN’T FIND ANYTHING ON YOUR SITE
Site navigation is hard to use. People get lost on your site and no 
one can find your best content. But changing the navigation is on 
next year’s plan—right after removing the home page flash intro, 
assuming you can get to everything on this year’s plan. 

Though I am sure you will update that copyright notice first. Right? 

fivesecondtest.com
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Why it matters
Whether it’s an image you want to use in more than  
one place or a product description, or a contact form,  
the ability to easily reuse content across your main site, 
channel sites, campaign sites, and initiatives sites requires 
the ability to centralize the management of those assets. 
Of course, placing that product overview image and 
description may not feel hard at first, but remembering  
a year later every place it needs to be changed is much 
more challenging. 

SIGN #9: 
CONTENT REUSE MEANS “CUTTING AND pASTING” 
In order to reuse an image, a link or a block of text in more than 
one place means manually cutting and pasting that image, link, or 
block of text across each page. And when that image, link or block 
of text needs to be changed? Ctrl-C + Ctrl-V! 
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Why it matters
Security risk, system risk, personnel risk, basically any risk 
you can think of is introduced if there are no formal or 
system controls over how content is published to the live 
website. Single threading a system that copies files from 
one server to another will simply not scale. You need both 
a publishing engine that pushes approved content to your 
live server, and at least a basic workflow so that content 
can be routed through an approval process.  

SIGN #10: 
pUBLISHING IS AS SIMpLE AS SAvING A FILE
All of your Dreamweaver templates and pages are housed in 
a single folder on your live web server. To update a page, you 
work on the page on your desktop, and then copy and paste that 
finished file into the live web server. Once you hit save, that page  
is live. 
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THERE IS A BETTER WAY!

Your home grown WCM has worked well for a while. But  

as your needs grew, your business became more complex. 

And as online marketing has changed, it just hasn’t kept 

up. Don’t despair! The good news is there is a way out  

of your endless patching and fixing to keep the site up 

and running.  

You need a web content management product that gives 

you the flexibility, usability and the advanced functionality 

that puts you in control of your web content and content 

marketing initiatives. It’s time to graduate from your 

home grown web content management technology to 

Percussion CM1.  

You don’t have to build any more, we did that for you. 

Percussion CM1 is a web content product, not a web 

development framework. That means that CM1 provides 

advanced content management functionality—right out of 

the box. It is affordable, simple to use, and flexible enough 

to let content owners manage content themselves. With 

key functionality like integrated blogging, workflow, roles 

and permissions, instant publishing, comments and likes, 

tagging, and categorization, Percussion does all of the 

heavy lifting for you.  

Percussion CM1 is easy to learn and easy to use. Adding 

pages, updating content, changing images, and updating 

the site design at any time, can all be done within the highly 

intuitive UI. The system allows you to expand the pool of 

content contributors and have a steady stream of new 

content on your site. Finally, you will be able to advance 

your web marketing strategy without your technology 

holding you back! 

And that copyright notice?

Just edit your footer widget in CM1, change the copyright 

date, save, click publish, and the copyright is updated 

everywhere.

Done.

you.Percussion
you.Percussion
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THREE STEpS TO GETTING STARTED WITH  
pERCUSSION CM1 WEB CONTENT MANAGEMENT 

1.    Find out how Lancaster Bible College launched their site on Percussion CM1 in just 45 days! 
http://www.percussion.com/customers/customers-by-sector/education/lbc-edu-live-with-web-content-management-45-days

2.  Learn how to build a winning business case that will convince your boss that your organization 
needs a web content management system.  
 http://www.percussion.com/resources/available-resources/white-papers/four-models-to-make-a-winning-wcm-business-case/index

3.   Watch a demo of CM1 online or contact us to set up a personalized live demonstration.  
http://www.percussion.com/products/cm1/cm1-a-video-demonstration

Percussion Software’s products enable you to take control over your web content management and content 
marketing strategies to increase traffic, drive revenue, improve engagement, and create compelling online 
customer experiences. Delivered in a highly usable and affordable product package, hundreds of leading 
companies, education institutions, and government agencies are using Percussion to lower the costs of their 
content strategies and gain the flexibility to address “What’s Next” on the web. Leading customers include 
vegas.com, weather.com, AutoTrader.com, Rentokil, Watchguard Technologies, Lancaster Bible College, 
Sunoco, The Commonwealth of Massachusetts, the City of Corpus Christi, Saba Software, the U.S. General 
Services Administration, and the U.S. Department of Health & Human Services. 

To learn more, visit percussion.com.

ABOUT  
pERCUSSION
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